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Interview questionnaire 

General Questions 

Question. Please tell us something about yourself, your family? When and why did you enter in 
UPSC competitive exams? 

Answer. I am Prashant Nagar, I did my graduation in Mechanical engineering, then worked in SBI 
as Bank PO, then went on to start my restaurant startup. And then after I failed in my business and 
after going through a lot of struggle. I understand what is important to me. So, I decided to go for 
UPSC and become an IAS so that I can find a right balance between helping people out and living 
a goof personal family life too. So, I gave the exam the chance and could clear it in my very first 
attempt.  

About my family, my father works for Indian Airforce, my mother is a homemaker and sister work 
as HR professional.  

 

Question. How much did you rely on online sources/videos while preparing for this exam? 

Answer. Since, I was doing self-study, I can say mostly I prepared through online sources only. 
Except for some static books, all other preparation was online. In fact I read newspapers online 
too.  

 

Question. So, did you use www.jatinverma.org/ his Facebook group/ telegram group for your 
preparation and if yes, how did it help you? 

Answer. I used to listen to Jatin Verma’s daily news analysis since starting, which is available 
freely on Unacademy. His DNA helped me a lot in understanding the news and how to relate news 
to our preparation and demand of this exam. I was also a student of his Polity course on Unacademy 
Plus. Apart from that, I was in the telegram group too. His way of teaching is good. It helps in 
understanding complex polity stuffs easily.  

 

Question. How did you find Jatin Verma’s videos for your preparation? 

Answer. As mentioned earlier, I followed his DNA and Polity Course. And I found them very 
very helpful for my preparation. GS 2 is all about polity and I was able to score good marks there. 
And newspaper reading with his DNA become easy to understand.  

 

Question. How did you make notes? 

Answer. At start I made notes on Evernote and soon I realized I was wasting a lot of time in 
making notes because I was making notes of everything. Then I changed my tactics and I did not 
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made any notes for prelims. I made notes only for mains. For GS 1 to GS 3, I had 2-3 pages 
handwritten note on all the topics in mains syllabus. Usually, in those notes, I had good 
introduction, important bullets points like committee, law commission report etc. and good 
conclusion. For GS 4 – I wrote handwritten good definition of all terms in syllabus. And also noted 
down 3-4 real life examples associated with each term.  

 

Question. Prelim 2017’s and 2018’s GS papers were very tough. What are your views? If you 
were to prepare for the Prelims-2019, what changes would you make in the strategy? 

Answer. Since this was my first attempt, I cannot say that I know exactly the toughness of previous 
year papers, but when I compared at home, in 2018, mostly questions were application based and 
interlinked with current affairs. There were only few straight forward out of the book question. 
But soon in my preparation last year, I realized that UPSC is all about application, it’s about 
implanting knowledge in real practical ways. SO I prepared accordingly, so I would not change 
much in my strategy.  

 

Question. Kindly tell us how to complete GS paper-II (Prelims) in time? 

Answer. Practice is the only key. To be honest, I was good at aptitude because I prepared for 
Bank PO. So I did not practice much and still completed paper in time because I had practiced it 
a lot in past. So if you are new to aptitude stuff, practice is the only key.  

 

Question. Kindly tell us about your approximate no. of attempted answers vs. correct answers you 
got in Prelims-2018. 

Answer. Attempted around 67, correct were around 55 something.  

 

Question. Compulsory language paper: Your preparation strategy / booklist? 

Answer. Just gave some previous year paper for practice. Nothing much is required here, if your 
education has been in the compulsory paper since childhood.  

 

Question. How did you prepare for the essay paper? 

Answer. Essay was something, I was fearing but I practiced it a lot after my prelims got over. And 
I got 143 which is pretty good score this year. I joined Vision IAS test series soon after prelims 
and wrote around 10-12 essays, got the feedback and worked on it. And apart from this, I had a 
special notebook for essay where I had noted down important quotes, some imp facts, figures, 
some good examples, some good introduction and some good conclusion. I used to revise them. I 
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also followed some important videos online to write essay. (Elaborate strategy on essay, I will 
write and share soon). 

 

Question. Which two essays did you write and what key points did you include in it? 

Answer. In the first part, I wrote “Management of Indian Border disputes – a complex task” and 
second part I wrote on “The past is a permanent dimension of human consciousness and values” 

For Mains 

General Studies (Mains) Paper 1 

   Topic                                                                  How did you prepare? / Referred books                                                                        

Culture                                                            Class XI NCERT of Art and culture  

Indian history                                          Ancient – NCERT RS Sharma, Medieval – NCERT 
Satish Chandra  
                                                                           Modern History – by Rajiv Ahir book  

 

world history                                                                       Mrunal Articles   

post-independence India                            Pradhanmantri series on ABP or Vision IAS notes   

Indian society                                                               Vision IAS notes/ Newspaper  

role of women, poverty etc.                                         Vision IAS notes / Newspaper  

globalization on Indian society                                    Vision IAS notes/ Newspaper  

communalism, regionalism, secularism                      Vision IAS notes/ Newspaper  

world geo physical                                                          Ratanjali Mam Videos on Mrunal Site  

resource distribution                                                                      Mrunal Articles  

factors for industrial location                                                        Mrunal Articles  

earthquake tsunami etc                                                     Make your own notes from Internet  

impact on flora-fauna                                 Internet or Shankar IAS green book  
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General studies (Mains) paper 2 

Topic                                                                                               How Did You Prepare? 
/ Referred books 

 

Indian Constitution, devolution, dispute redressal etc.                 Laxmikant   + Vision 
IAS Handout 

comparing Constitution with world                                                Laxmikant   + Vision 
IAS Handout               

parliament, state Legislatures                                                         Laxmikant   + Vision 
IAS Handout 

executive-judiciary                                                                           Laxmikant   + Vision 
IAS Handout 

ministries departments                                                                     Laxmikant   + Vision 
IAS Handout 

pressure group, informal associations                                           Laxmikant   + Vision 
IAS Handout 

Representation of people’s act                                                                 Laxmikant   + Vision 
IAS Handout 

various bodies: Constitutional, statutory                                              Laxmikant   + Vision 
IAS Handout 

NGO, SHG etc                                                                          Laxmikant   + Vision IAS 
Handout + Yojana 

welfare schemes, bodies                                                            Laxmikant   + Vision IAS 
Handout + Yojana 

social sector, health, education, HRD                                    Laxmikant   + Vision IAS 
Handout  + Yojana 

governance, transparency, accountability                          Laxmikant   + Vision IAS 
Handout 
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e-governance                                                                                       Laxmikant   + Vision IAS 
Handout 

role of civil service                                                        2nd ARC + Basic notes from any 
good website online 

India & neighbors                                                                    newspaper + Vision mains 
365 

bilateral/global grouping                                                        newspaper + Vision mains 
365 

effect of foreign country policies on Indian interest             newspaper + Vision mains 
365 

Diaspora                                                                                                   newspaper + Vision mains 
365 

international bodies- structure mandate                                     newspaper + Vision mains 
365 

 

 

General studies (Mains) Paper 3                                              

Topic                                                                               How Did You Prepare?/ Referred books 

Indian economy,                                   Budget+Economic Survey+Vision Handout+Mains  365 

inclusive growth                                    Budget+Economic Survey+Vision Handout+Mains  365 

Budgeting                                                         Budget+Economic Survey+Vision Handout+Mains  365 

major crops, irrigation                         Budget+Economic Survey+Vision Handout+Mains  365 

agro produce – storage                         Budget+Economic Survey+Vision Handout+Mains  365 

e-technology for famers                       Budget+Economic Survey+Vision Handout+Mains  365 

farm subsidies, MSP                           Budget+Economic Survey+Vision Handout+Mains  365 

PDS, buffer, food security                      Budget+Economic Survey+Vision Handout+Mains  365 
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technology mission                               Budget+Economic Survey+Vision Handout+Mains  365 

animal rearing economics                                    Mrunal Articles 

food processing                                                    Mrunal Articles 

land reforms                                                         Mrunal or Vision IAS handout 

Liberalization                                                       Yojana +mains 365 

Infra                                                                      Yojana + Mains 365 

investment models                                                   mrunal site 

science-tech day to day life                            mains 365  + youtube(for visual understanding) 

Indian achievements in sci-tech                         mains 365  + youtube(for visual understanding) 

awareness in IT, space,                                   mains 365  + youtube(for visual understanding) 

environmental impact assessment               Chapter in Shankar IAS Environment Book.  

Disaster Management                                   Summary of NDMA guidelines (any good website) 

non state actors, internal security                                           Vajiram Yellow Book + Mains 365                                                                                                                  

internal security – role of media, social networking site       Vajiram Yellow Book + Mains 365 

cyber security                                                                            Vajiram Yellow Book + Mains 365 

money laundering                                                                     Vajiram Yellow Book + Mains 365 

border Management                                                                 Vajiram Yellow Book + Mains 365 

organized crime, terrorism                                                      Vajiram Yellow Book + Mains 365 

security agencies- structure mandate                                     Vajiram Yellow Book +Mains 365 
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General Studies 4: Ethics, Integrity, aptitude 

Topic                                                                                               How Did You Prepare? 
/ Referred books 

 

ethics and interface, family, society          lexicon + 1 definition  + 2 examples from 
real life for every topic 

attitude, moral influence etc.                                                                         Same as 
above 

civil service: integrity, impartiality, tolerance to weak etc                        Same as 
Above 

emotional intelligence, its use in governance                                                        Same as 
above 

moral thinkers of India and world                                                                            Same as 
above 

ethics in pub.ad, accountability, laws, rules etc.                                          Same as 
above 

corporate governance                                                                                                      Same as 
above 

probity in governance, work culture                                                                        Same as 
above 

citizen charter, ethics code, work culture etc.                                             Same as 
above 

challenges of corruption Same as above                                                                 Same as 
above 

case studies on above topics                   Practice previous test paper and case studies 
from Subbarao Book 
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Question. In ethics, what are your observations and tips for future aspirants regarding 
preparation? 

Answer. Ethics is more about your own thinking. It is also about what you have been through in 
your life. So it is not something you will find it in your standard books. It is something which you 
will find deep inside you. From books, at best you should carve out the definition of every topic 
in syllabus, but rest the examples , stories , meaning of quotes, you should try to find out and note 
somewhere from your own personal life.  

 

Question. Some experts claim you should attempt all questions in Mains, some say attempt only 
those questions you know perfectly. What is your thought? 

Answer.  Attempt all question, no matter what. If you are not sure about some question, write 
fast answers in them. But don’t leave any question.  

 

Question. How was your experience with the ‘fixed space’ answer sheet? 

Answer.  I was practicing in fixed space only since starting of my preparation, so I was fine doing 
the same in real exam.  

 

Question. Did you write answers in bullet points or in paragraphs?  

Answer.  Somewhere bullets and somewhere paragraphs. For e.g. In GS 1 and GS 3, mostly 
bullets, while in GS 2, GS 4 and optional, I wrote in paragraphs.  

 

Question. Did you follow the “introduction-body-conclusion” format?  

Answer.  Yes Always and I think it’s a must to do. Always follow this pattern.  

 

Question. What’s your optional subject and why did you chose it? 

Answer.  Political Science, I read this subject for 3-4 days before deciding optional, and I fell in 
love with subject. It’s a dynamic, interesting, insightful subject. Study material and guidance is 
also easily available.  

 

Question. Please provide the essential book/resource list. 

Answer.  Paper 1 part 1 – Follow shubra ranjan Mam notes. (Not necessary but if have extra time, 
read Western Political thoughts by Brian R Nelson. Political Ideologies by Andrew Heywood)  
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Paper 1 part 2 – For history part - Shubra Ranjan Notes plus Modern History by Rajiv Ahir. For 
Constitution part – Shubra Ranjan Notes plus Laxmikant , For rest – Shubra Ranjan Notes and 
Current Affair articles by writers like Milan Vaishnav, Christoffe jefferlot, Ramachandran Guha 
etc.  

Paper 2 part 1- Shubhra Ranjan Notes plus book - The Globalization of World Politics - An 
Introduction to International Relations (English, Paperback, John Baylis, Steve Smith, and Patricia 
Owens) 

Paper 2 part 2 – Shubra Ranjan Crash course after prelims plus Follow some good sites for current 
affairs like the diplomat: Indian foreign policy, Project Syndicate, C Raja Mohan Articles in Indian 
Express, IDSA website, Articles by Brahma Chellany.  

 

Question. How much of internet-research / current affairs is necessary for this optional?  

Answer.  Paper 1 part 2 is somewhat current affairs based. And Paper 2 part 2 is wholly current 
based. So a lot of efforts are needed to do the research and keep yourself updated about the 
current happenings.  

 

Question. How many months did it take to finish the core optional syllabus? 

Answer. Around 7-8 months. Political science optional do take time but it helps in other papers 
too like essay, GS 2, GS 4.  

 

Question. How many days/ weeks before the exam, you started answer writing practice? 

Answer.  I wrote answers since the beginning of my preparation that means 1 year before.  

 

Question. Do you maintain notes for revision of optional? In which format- electronic or paper? 

Answer.  Yes, I had hand written notes on paper. For every topic in syllabus, I had 2-3 page notes 
ready. 

 

Question. Your observation about the difficultly level of 2018 mains vs previous papers.  

Answer.  It was little difficult than previous year papers. Questions were not directly related to 
syllabus.  

 

Question. And what precautions are necessary in the future strategy for given optional subject? 
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Answer.  Political science is a amazing optional, it helps a lot in essay and GS paper 2 and ethic 
paper too. But one has to keep in mind that the syllabus of political science is too huge. So one has 
to take great pain in sticking to few sources only and keep revising them. Don’t get lost in the 
plenty of sources available in market.  

 

Before the interview 

Question. How did you prepare for the interview?  

Answer.  Attended mock interviews, learned from my mistakes during the mock interviews and 
kept improving them. Brushed up my basics from graduation. Kept reading newspaper. Formed 
study group to prepare. Focused more on my optional. And most important prepared my DAF 
thoroughly.  

 

Question. Did you attend any mock interviews by coaching classes?  

Answer.  Yes, I attended around 7-8 mock Interviews.  

 

Question. How were they similar / different than official interview?  

Answer.  They were mostly similar, questions asked were also of good quality in mock interview. 
Only difference is that when you go to actual interview, you know that stakes are high there, So 
just try to calm your nerves there and you will do fine.  

 

Question. What books/material did you bring for the ‘revision before interview’? 

Answer. Interview is about being yourself and being honest. So I did not take any revision notes 
or book with me.  

 

Question. Describe the formal-dress worn by you in interview. 

Answer.  A Light blue shirt, a royal blue suit and a navy-blue tie on it. Clean shaved and properly 
combed hair.  

 

During the interview 

 

Question. How long was the interview? 

Answer.  35 min 
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Question. Please narrate your entire interview- what questions did they ask and what did you 
reply and other pleasant or uncomfortable experiences during the interview. 

Answer.  C- You have worked in bank; did you like it there? 
C- Why did you leave it? 
C- Why UPSC? Why only UPSC?  
C- Why could not you do it along your job?  
C- Ok so you wanted to give 1 attempt, if you are not able to make it? Then  
C - Okie you are confident, what if your luck is not good than what?  
C - What is your back up plan?  
C - Why not pursue as many attempts as required? 
C - Why only two? What next?  
C - Will u keep working for just Rs. 50000 your lifetime?  
 
M1 - so you have studied international relations?  
M1 - what is china doing in South China Sea?  
M1 - which islands in South China Sea?  
M1 - China is having some kind of aircraft carrier, what is it?  
M1- what is china strategy to counter quad?  
 
M2- what are your views on removing article 370?  
M2- what about article 35A?  
 
M3 - so what fundamental rights Kashmiri people have?  
M3- what about those fundamental rights?  
M3 - tribunilization of judiciary?  
M3 - CAT goes for SC and other goes for HC? Why so  
M3 - which article in constitution for such tribunal?  
M3 - what does it do?  
M3 - pick up your strength?  
M3 - what is doklam?  
M3 - what is its significance?  
M3 - why doklam, china can attack from anywhere?  
M3 - what is border issue between china and India?  
M3 - what will happen if siliguri corridor gets disconnected?  
M3 - what is dispute between Cyprus and turkey?  
M3 - what are we doing in arunachal in comparison to china?  
M3 - people of laddakh want to merge with china, why do they want so?  
M3 - what government should do?  
 
M4 - What is full form of AVADi?  

 
What is its significance?  
Difference between women of Chennai and Haryana?  
Why low sex ratio in Haryana?  
What machine they use, what act defines it?  
How will you improve as DC?  
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What will you do personally in your life?  
Do you help your mother right now?  
 
C- So you will work 50-50 why not 70- 30?  
 
C - Try to help your mother more. thank u Prashant 

 

Question. Was your interview on the expected lines of what you had prepared or did they ask you 
totally unexpected questions? Was it a stress interview, did they ask any uncomfortable questions? 
If yes, how did you handle it? 

Answer.  Interview was mostly on expected lines, like the question on women was expected 
because I belong to Haryana. Same way question from political science was also expected. It was 
not a stress interview, only when Chairman kept asking the same question about leaving the job, a 
little bit of stress was there. No uncomfortable question was there.  

 

Question. Any side details about technicalities like “make sure you bring xyz document or do xyz 
thing, or you’ll face problem”? 

Answer.  Just your basic category certificate and all, marksheet etc.  

 

Question. Any word of wisdom / observations about medical checkup? 

Answer.  Just go there and make friends with fellow mates. There is nothing to be worried about 
medical checkup. And you can go in casuals, no need for formals.  

 

Career Backup 

 

Question. If you were not selected, what was your career backup plan? 

Answer.  I would have gone for some kind of startup. Prior to this also I gave an attempt for 
startup, so might have done that again. 

 

Question. Many candidates prepare sincerely but constantly live under fear like ‘I am not from a 
big college. What if they ask such questions in the interview?  

Answer.  Big college is a myth. Especially for civil services, its one’s own intellectual and capacity 
to understand, which any smart student can do. So, it does not matter whether you are from big 
college or not. There are many examples where small-town students have secured top ranks.  
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Question. What is your message to these candidates? 

Answer.  Work Hard and Smart. That’s the only mantra for UPSC, it does not matter where you 
come from until you have the confidence to make it through it. Believe in your dreams and believe 
in hard work and nothing else.  

 

Question. If you’re a working professional, share some tips on how to manage studies with job? 

Answer.  I was not a working professional.  

 

 


